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 Two things are clear. The first is that prudence dictates taking 

some action to cope with the possibility that the globe is warming 

as a result of CO2  emissions. The second is that the policy 

economists prefer to cope with this possibility – a tax on those 

emissions – is politically unattainable, at least for now. That calls 

for a second-best solution, which this paper argues is a system of 

capping emissions and then issuing tradeable permits to 

encourage emitters to adopt the least-cost reduction measures. In 

addition, with the federal government insisting that the problem 

does not exist, state and local governments, the private sector, and 

regulators have a role to play in reducing emissions. The measures 

described here, accompanied with a border adjustment tax on the 

carbon content of imports, would reduce emissions. All these 

measures can be reversed if the so-called “settled science” proves 

to be wrong. 

  I begin with a brief review of the political impediments to 

action by the federal government, and proceed with the reasons a 

tax on carbon is the most efficient policy to reduce emissions. 

Then, I lay out what might be done in lieu of that unattainable first-

best solution. All in the hope of eliciting comments from the many 

people with considerable experience and expertise in the crafting 

of sensible environmental policy.  
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Climate policy is frozen. Those who fear the planet is 

warming are horrified that some remain doubtful that action is 

needed. The latest reports on the impact of carbon emissions are 

increasingly pessimistic and, at least as reported, frenzied. Those 

who doubt the modelers and the models relied on by those who 

are ringing the climate-alarm bell are equally horrified at what they 

see as a drive by activists for still greater intervention by 

government in a market economy already under threat by self-

styled Social Democrats and assorted liberals. And the debate is 

heating up as a result of demands for a Green New Deal, a policy 

proposed by Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, a Democratic Socialist 

who has enlisted the support of most rivals for the Democratic 

Party’s presidential nomination, at minimum for the Green New 

Deal as an “aspiration”. 

There is broad agreement, at least among economists, that if 

intervention is necessary to reduce CO2  emissions to prevent or 

reduce the rate at which the globe might 

be warming, that intervention  should take 

the form of a carbon tax, the most 

efficient way of signaling producers and 

consumers the true effect of their decisions, including the social 

cost of those decisions.  

But there is little likelihood that such a tax will be levied 

soon. Congress, although increasingly willing to consider the 

need to slow or stop warming, knows that the problem is low on 

the list of voters’ worries and are always suspicious of promises 

that a tax increase will be revenue neutral. “The prospects for 

bipartisan cooperation”, opines The Economist, are modest at 
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best.”1 And there is no prospect that, if passed, such a tax would 

be approved by President Trump.  

Fortunately, the federal government is not the only player in 

the environmental arena. Our federal system allows for state and 

local governments to play a role in reducing emissions if they 

choose to do so. And our market economy consists of firms 

responsive to the wishes of consumers and investors, who are 

increasingly demanding that private-sector players take steps to 

reduce emissions.  

The possibility, not certainty, that a policy adjustment is 

needed to avoid a possible irreversible calamity, the certainty that 

the federal government will not in the near-term levy a carbon tax, 

suggests a search for second-best solutions as an alternative to 

stasis. 

 

A Call to Arms, Unheard 

 We now have two reports2, one from a UN panel, the other 

from a self-described “team of more than 300 experts guided by a 

60-member Federal Advisory Committee” and involving 13 federal 

agencies. They are in broad agreement. The climate is warming 

as a result of human activity that produces greenhouse gases. 

The principal culprit is the use of fossil fuels to generate 

electricity, to transport us, and for other uses. Unless greenhouse 

gas emissions from the use of those fossil fuels are reduced, a 

variety of calamities will confront us and future generations, 

including wildfires, floods, droughts, sea level rise, shortages of 

clean water, and a host of related catastrophes. The rate of world 

                              
1March 2, 2019.  
2 “Global Warming of 1.5°C,” A Special Report of the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change”; U.S. Global Change Research Program, “Fourth National Climate Assessment, Vol II: Impacts, 
Risks, and Adaptation in the United States”.  
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economic growth will be lowered, with the poorest nations most 

adversely affected. There’s more, but you get the idea. 

 There are several reasons to take the messages contained 

in these reports with more than a pinch of salt, or at least to 

approach them with a skeptical eye. Set aside the substantive 

objections of some of the reports’ critics3: the authors of these 

reports approached the issue under pressures, some subtle, 

some not, some of which they were aware, some of which they 

could not be aware because they are prisoners of the 

intellectual/political environments in which they live and work. The 

UN was seeking a massive redistribution of wealth from rich to 

poor nations before it ever heard the words “climate change”, its 

latest excuse for a movement of funds to recipient nations that are 

resisting accountability. The academics producing these research 

papers know that dissent from the received wisdom on climate 

change will make the receipt of grants and promotions much less 

likely. And the Obama-appointed government researchers, or at 

least many of them, are committed Résistants, and will do 

anything to embarrass President Trump, whom they are finding is 

not easily embarrassed. 

 The danger of acting on less-than-objective research is 

magnified by the media treatment it has received. The media, 

largely hostile to the President and naturally eager to capture the 

attention of readers, report the worst-case scenarios, especially in 

their headlines,4 but also in the body of their reportings.  

                              
3 See, for example, Ben Zycher , “Observations on volume 2 of the Fourth National Climate Assessment,” 
American Enterprise Institute, November 29, 2018; Steven Koonin, “The Climate Won’t Crash The 
Economy,” Wall Street Journal, November 28, 2018 for accessible critiques. 
4 Samples from The New York Times: “Emissions Surge, Hastening Perils Across the Globe … Rising 
Greenhouse Gases Likened to ‘Speeding Freight Train’”; “’Like a Terror Movie: How Changing Climate 
Will Multiply Disasters”; “U.S. Climate Study Has Grim Warning of Economic Risks – Decline of Up to 10 
Percent of GDP”. November 11 and 20 and December 6, 2018 respectively. 
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 Equally unfortunate is the response of those who are 

convinced all of this is a ploy to justify increased intrusion of the 

government into economic affairs, or who have no use for 

scientific evidence, or at least insufficient use to warrant its 

consideration and appraisal. Hence, Andrew Wheeler,  

Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, decided to 

include in his reorganization of the agency the elimination of its 

Office of the Science Advisor, an imperfect but nevertheless 

useful tool for keeping the Administrator up-to-date on the latest 

developments. As for the President, his reasoned response to the 

new reports was “I don’t believe it.”5 The EPA now plans to make 

it easier to build new coal plants6 – nothing for environmentalists 

to worry about since building a coal plant with a 40-year life in a 

country with an administration with a life of 2-6 years is not 

exactly an opportunity on which many entrepreneurs will pounce. 

But an indication of how the administration views the problem 

and, of course, its political interests. 

 The good news for policy makers, although bad news for 

Californians, is that California is burning while also suffering from 

a drought, and that nature has huffed and puffed and blown down 

parts of Texas, Florida, New Jersey and other states. These and 

                              
5 Rather than tamper with the report of the government agencies, a step that brought critics down on 
George W. Bush’s head, the administration delayed the release of the report until the afternoon of Black 
Friday, one of the busiest shopping days of the year when many Americans were concentrating on 
plucking bargains from store shelves. And at UN climate talks in Poland, U.S. negotiators teamed up with 
delegates from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Russia to oppose a phrase “welcoming” recent reports on the 
impact of climate change. Leslie Hook, “Pro-coal event highlights dramatic shift in US policy,” Financial 
Times, December 10, 2018. Trump’s climate adviser, Wells Griffith, stated the U.S. position clearly, “We 
strongly believe that no country should have to sacrifice (sic) their economic prosperity or energy security 
in pursuit of environmental sustainability.” Brad Plumer and Lisa Friedman, New York Times, December 
11, 2018. Nevertheless, Plummer reports that U.S. negotiators “worked constructively behind the scenes” 
to help craft compromises on sticky issues. New York Times, December 18, 2018. 
6 The EPA proposal would eliminate the Obama-era requirement that new coal plants include carbon 
capture and storage technology (CCS), which is not yet commercially available, a provision that Acting 
EPA Administrator and former coal-industry lobbyist says makes the existing regulation “disingenuous”, a 
not unreasonable conclusion. Washington Post, December 6, 2018. No weight given by the EPA that 
rolling back might have provided an additional incentive to hasten the discovery of ways of 
commercializing CCS. 
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other natural (man-made?) disasters are visible to those who do 

not read massive scientific reports. Yes, there is a debate over 

whether the statistical data suggest that the frequency of these 

disasters is increasing. No matter: 

most lay observers are satisfied to 

believe their eyes, which tell them 

that things are getting worse, and that 

something must be done about it,7 but 

not with the priority they assign to more than a score of other 

problems. 

They are right that things are getting worse, if by “worse” we 

mean emissions not only are failing to decline, but are actually 

increasing, reaching an all-time high in 2018.8 When all the data 

for 2018 are in, emissions will be seen to have increased by 

2.7%, after a 1.6% rise in 2017. An increase of 4.7% in China’s 

emissions, due primarily to coal consumption which is not due to 

peak until 2025, much of it by manufacturing plants heavily 

subsidized by the government, accounted for about half the global 

increase – and that doesn’t include the 700 coal plants it is 

financing in other countries as part of its program to export its 

pollution, plants with at least a 40-year life. India’s emissions 

increased by 6% as it put reducing poverty ahead of reducing 

greenhouse gas emissions. In the EU, Germany, which relies 

heavily on the dirtiest coal, lignite, was by far the organization’s 

largest emitter, a consequence of a government decision to close 

its nuclear industry, and the failure of renewables to fill the gap in 

its supply of reliable, base-load power. The German government 

                              
7 “Weather is one of the easiest things for people to bond over or gripe about… . Psychologists believe 
extreme weather events make it easier for people to imagine the future states of the world and therefore 
makes them seem more likely.” Brad Plumer, “Wildfires Ignite Climate Debate. Then It Snows,” New York 
Times, March 3, 2019. Scientists who distinguish between weather and climate, and find the latter 
influencing views on the former, quietly accept that reaction as a gift. 
8 For this conclusion and following data see Global Carbon Project, 
https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/18/data.htm 

https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/18/data.htm
https://www.globalcarbonproject.org/carbonbudget/18/data.htm
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plans to increase lignite production, over the opposition of local 

residents who are fighting to preserve their homes and a local 

forest from extended mining.9 

But neither the politicians who are aware of all the data, nor 

the less well-informed observers who worry about the fires, 

floods, and storms are willing to deploy the one weapon 

economists say might turn the tide: support a carbon tax. When 

the issue is put to voters, which is not often and not clearly stated, 

they reject such a tax because, say critics of the fossil-fuel 

industries, of massive lobbying by the oil and other interested 

industries. The experience of French president Emmanuel 

Macron, who seems inadvertently to have set Paris burning by 

imposing such a tax on already-over-taxed French voters, will be 

seen by politicians with a preference for rhetoric over action as an 

excuse to speak loudly but carry, well, a twig. As will rejection of a 

carbon tax by voters in the state of Washington, where 

environmental groups joined with industrial emitters in calling for 

its defeat, and the unseating of an Australian prime minister 

because he advocated a carbon tax. 

If that is not reason enough to persuade elected officials that 

a carbon tax is not a winning issue for 

them, they can take notice of polls that 

suggest that climate change ranks 15th 

on a list of 28 issues of concern to 

voters,10 and 12th out of 13 environmental issues of concern. Only 

13% tell Anthony Leiserowitz, director of the Yale Program on 

                              
9 Warmer weather last year caused a drop in emissions in Germany. But that is not expected to mark the 
beginning of a new downward trend. The government has abandoned its goal of a 40% reduction by 2020 
compared to 1990 levels. Sören Amelang, Benjamin Wehrmann, Julian Wettengel, “Germany headed for 
largest emissions drop since 2009 recession,” Journalism for the energy transition, 02 November 2018. 
https://www.cleanenergywire.org/news/german-co2-emissions-set-fall-strongly-2018  
10 Matthew Ballew and others, Climate Note, Yale Program on Climate Change Communication, 
November 2, 2018 

https://www.cleanenergywire.org/news/german-co2-emissions-set-fall-strongly-2018
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Climate Change Communication, that they have actually 

contacted an elected official to ask him or her to take action to 

reduce global warming.11 Brave is the congressman represented 

to voters only in 30-second sound-bites, who will emphasize in his 

campaign an issue that ranks far below 14 others in voters’ 

hierarchy of concerns. Patrick Egan and Mary Mullin, professors 

at New York University and Duke, respectively, are “skeptical that 

majority opinion will spur elected officials any time soon to 

undertake the costly solutions necessary to tackle this problem 

[climate change] comprehensively at the national level….”12 

Indeed, the (mostly Republican) congressmen representing the 

20 congressional districts facing the highest risk from rising sea 

levels, storms, and other weather effects tend to vote against 

measures to slow global warming by reducing carbon 

emissions.13 Jerry Brown, former governor of California, perhaps 

put it best. Climate change “is too remote. It’s not today. It’s not 

conflict. … Climate change is not jobs, it’s not taxes, it’s not 

violent crime. It’s not sex. And it’s not immigration.”14 “At the 

national level, it’s very clear it [climate change] is not going to be 

the issue that brings people to the polls,” observes Leiserowitz.”15 

There are signs that politicians’ unwillingness to act is being 

overtaken by events, but for now it would be unwise to rely on an 

outbreak of political courage, especially by Republicans, to move 

the crusade for a carbon tax forward. 

                              
11Anthony Leiserowitz and others, “Politics & Global Warming”, March 2018. These surveys were for the 
most part conducted before many of the widely televised severe weather events and fires of the summer 
of 2018, and generally show that most voters favor carbon taxes and active efforts to reduce emissions. 
12 “Climate Change: US Public Opinion,” Annual Review of Political Science, Vol. 20, May 2017, pp. 209-
227. In an earlier study covering 1974-2013, Egan and Mullin found that “80% of Americans live in 
counties that are experiencing more pleasant weather than they did four years ago…. The much milder 
winters that they typically prefer….” “Recent Improvement and projected worsening of weather in the 
United States,” Nature 532, April 2016, pp.357-360.  
13 Roll Call, December 19, 2018. 
14 David Siders, “Democrats struggle to make voters care about climate change,” Politico, September 14, 
2018. 
15 Lisa Friedman, “Candidates Are Sharing Concerns on Climate,” New York Times, October 26, 2018. 
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Moreover, Americans vote with their dollars, and few are 

prepared to pay a great deal to help reduce global warming. Polls 

suggest that if a carbon tax were enacted, the average American 

would be willing to cough up $177 per year in taxes on fossil fuels 

to reduce warming.16 That level of per capita outlay almost exactly 

equals what Americans spend annually on cosmetics, perfume, 

and bath preparation products.17  

Without pressure from the administration, with the Paris 

agreement a toothless pussy cat pursuing insufficiently ambitious 

and unenforceable goals, and with the preferred solution of a 

carbon tax unavailable because voters who worry about the 

problem don’t worry enough to elevate it on their list of concerns, 

serious policymakers are in a quandary. 

  

A Tax on Carbon 

That quandary is not because policymakers are bedeviled by 

the famous two-handed economists who drove President Truman 

to distraction. There is what can reasonably be called a 

consensus among economists that if climate change is to be 

addressed, the weapon of choice should be a carbon tax. The 

vast majority of economists hold this truth to be self-evident -- that 

a tax on carbon emissions, or pricing carbon as it is sometimes 

known, will make markets work better by charging those 

responsible for emissions the social costs of their consumption, 

                              
16 Matthew Kotchen and others, “Americans willing to pay a carbon tax,” Yale Program on Climate 
Change Communication, October 12, 2017. 
http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/publications/americans-willing-pay-carbon-tax/ . Stated references 
for use of the funds includes the development of clean energy (80%), improving the nation’s infrastructure 
(77%), assisting coal miners (72%), and paying down national debt (66%). The percentage of Americans 
who would use the funds to pay down the national debt has probably increased because deficit estimates 
have soared since this poll was taken. Use of the funds for coal miners would result in a payment of 
$146,000 a year per miner if the entire coal-mining industry went the way of buggy-whip manufacturing. 
17 Statista. https://www.statista.com/statistics/304996/us-expenditure-on-cosmetics-perfume-and-bath-
preparation/  

https://www.statista.com/statistics/304996/us-expenditure-on-cosmetics-perfume-and-bath-preparation/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/304996/us-expenditure-on-cosmetics-perfume-and-bath-preparation/
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which consumption such taxation should reduce.18 In the jargon of 

the trade, carbon taxes correct a market failure by internalizing an 

externality – including in the price of a good the costs imposed on 

society by the production and consumption of emissions-

producing goods. Carbon pricing is already being applied to about 

20% of global emissions,19 so the political hurdles are not always 

and everywhere insurmountable. Roger Sant, a self-styled 

“energy optimist”, points out the we have solved equally difficult 

problems -- ranging from the survival of the southern white rhino 

to the cleaning of the American air via the passage of the Clean 

Air Act -- using a combination of pricing incentives and regulation 

to achieve the desired results.20 

A carbon tax also possesses one often overlooked 

advantage. China plans to continue increasing its CO2 emissions, 

directly and by financing coal plants around the world. India is 

unlikely to risk constraining its badly needed economic growth by 

cutting back its use of coal, an industry on which it depends not 

only for energy but for tens of thousands 

of jobs. Unless those two countries 

change course, the current efforts by the 

U.S., EU, and other countries cannot be 

counted on to reduce emissions sufficiently to reverse the climate 

change that so many analysts find so worrying.  

The solution might lie in a carbon tax combined with a border 

adjustment tax, mentioned earlier, levied on the “emissions 

content” of imported goods. We live at a time when the President 

                              
18 See several articles by this author. See also Alexander R. Barron and others, “Policy Insights From The 
EMF 32 Study on U.S. Carbon Tax Scenarios,” Climate Change Economics, Vol. 9, No. 1 (2018). 
19 Matthew Carr, “Carbon Pricing,” Bloomberg Quick Take, January-June 2019, p.40.Prices range from $1 
per ton in Mexico to $139 in Sweden. Some 40 countries price carbon, either directly or via a cap-and-
trade system. But in part because of political timidity, “carbon pricing has, so far, played only a supporting 
role in efforts to mitigate global warming.” Brad Plumer, “Outcomes Hazy for Countries That Tax Carbon 
Emissions, “ New York Times, April 5, 2019. 
20 Roger Sant, “Solving The Carbon Problem Together,” talk in Aspen, Colorado and Washington, D.C. 
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uses a threat to national security as an excuse to tax imports from 

that long-standing threat to our security – Canada. We also live at 

a time when the administration is 

dominated by protectionist 

inclinations, and a border tax would in 

effect be a tariff targeted at the 

pollutants embedded in the incoming goods, surely as great a 

threat to our future security, if the new studies are to be believed, 

as steel imports from Canada.  

America’s is the world’s largest market for the goods of its 

trading partners. The importance of the American market to major 

exporters has been demonstrated in the current tariff imbroglio, in 

which Trump’s threat of tariffs has brought several parties, most 

notably a long-reluctant China, to the negotiating table. A tax on 

the emissions content of their exports to us would put powerful 

pressure on them to lower that content. No other method of 

forcing these large polluters to change their ways seems readily 

available. And without their acquiescence, no feasible plan yet 

exists for reducing CO2  emissions sufficiently to prevent the 

warming that so many analysts fear. Oh yes, and if other 

countries retaliate in kind, the tax on the carbon content of U.S. 

exports would curtail their production here in America, while 

giving politicians who hesitate to support the tax a foreign party to 

blame for its imposition.     

No need to explain that a carbon tax is not in our future so 

long as President Trump is. But this period in which its 

implementation might not be feasible can profitably be spent on 

two chores. First, preparation of an off-the-shelf, fully rounded 

carbon tax proposal must be available in understandable form, 

which means the academic research and debate must evolve into 

a real-world legislative program when (I prefer “when” to “if”) the 
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time arrives for serious discussion of its impact. That plan must 

include provisions for offsetting its impact on low-income groups 

and give weight to equity as well as efficiency considerations; 

sufficient research has already been done to support the 

conclusion that such a program is both feasible and affordable. 

After all, the political landscape might change in response to 

increasing and increasingly severe weather incidents, to a change 

in national leadership, or to some event we cannot now predict, at 

which time a fully thought-out carbon tax proposal should be on 

the shelf.  

Second, efforts to educate and inform politicians, their staffs, 

and their key constituents of the advantages of a carbon tax, 

should not be abandoned. Trumpism is not forever. Organizations 

such as the Alliance for Market Solutions,21 a powerful advocate 

for carbon taxes,22 and one that takes the long view on the 

possibility of changing legislators’ positions, must continue their 

dialogues with key legislators and opinion makers, especially 

those with conservative groups that are most suspicious of any 

expansion of the role of government in economic life.23 

Leiserowitz, who doubts that the climate-change issue will draw 

people to the polls, does note that “It is an issue that is at least 

being talked about in some [midterm] races, and that  is new.”24 

Meanwhile, we might celebrate the fact that Trump, perhaps 

helped by the more conservative Supreme Court he has shaped, 

might prove to be the President who revived the decentralized 

                              
21 I single out AMF because I am more familiar with the quality and effectiveness of its work and patient 
discourse than I am with other excellent organizations that advocate carbon taxes. 
22 See for example an op ed by its executive director, Alex Flint. “Insight: How Republicans Should 
Respond to Fiscal and Climate Forecasts,” Bloomberg Environment, December 19, 2018. 
23 Some 40% of conservative Republicans do not believe the climate is changing. Leiserowitz, op. cit. And 
only 24% of Republicans, as compared to 78% of Democratic voters, believe that human activity is to 
blame for climate change, “The politics of climate change. A slow thaw.” The Economist, August 4th, 2018. 
24 Lisa Friedman, loc.cit. 
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federalism of our Founding Fathers. An unintended consequence, 

surely. 

 

What Is To Be Done? 

 As Lenin once asked in a different connection, “What is to be 

done?” Where do we go from here, while we await the 

development of new technologies such as extracting carbon 

dioxide from the atmosphere,25 and carbon capture26? And of the 

day when the political class is persuaded that a carbon tax is 

worth risking their jobs for? The famous Bolshevik favored 5- and 

10-year plans. Given the pace of American politics, we should 

instead consider a 2-year plan, minus the coercive elements that 

Lenin found so useful. What can be done between now and the 

2020 election, and the following four years should Trump extend 

his lease on the White House? We are dealing with a problem in 

which certainty is unavailable to us. If those who believe the globe 

is warming and, as a result of human activity, are ignored and 

prove right, the damage will be irreversible, at least with existing 

technology. So sensible policymakers 

must assume the reports at least might be 

right, and take such steps as are available 

to rein in CO2 emissions. Better too much, 

too soon, than too little, too late, when 

dealing with the threat of massive irreversible harm. 

 We should of course put the final, fully developed plan for 

limiting emissions by levying a carbon tax in a “return to” file, to be 

resurrected when its enactment is more likely to be within our 

                              
25 See “Climate Change: The Power of Negative Thinking,” The Economist, June 9th, 2018. 
26 A good summary for the lay reader of that technology is Eric Roston’s “Carbon Capture,” Bloomberg 
Businessweek, May 17, 2008. See also a layman-accessible description of various carbon capture 
technologies in the March 4, 2019 issue of that magazine. 
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grasp. Unless Trump, who styles himself “Tariff Man”, can be 

persuaded to levy tariffs on the carbon content of goods 

manufactured in and imported from China – a border adjustment 

tax that dare not speak its name. Not likely. In another file insert 

the Paris accord. America’s withdrawal becomes effective 

November 4, 2020, one day before the presidential elections. If 

Trump does trigger withdrawal but then spends the bulk of 2021 

and ever after in Trump Tower rather than in the White House,  

the new occupant of the Oval Office can quickly rejoin. Whether 

he or she would care to in the face of the obvious weaknesses of 

the unenforceable agreement, from which other nations are 

already disengaging27, is another matter. A new President might 

find the recent modifications of the Paris accord, aimed at 

transparency and effective enforcement and agreed in coal-

friendly Poland by the signatories of the accord, reason enough to 

re-examine Trump’s withdrawal decision.  

 With the American administration on the sidelines opposing 

any action, Macron no longer in a position to do very much to 

make his beloved Paris accord an effective instrument in slowing 

emissions, and China bent on increasing its emissions for almost 

a decade, we are left to rely on three main players to reduce 

emissions: state and local governments, the private sector, and 

regulators.  

All or some of these suggested measures might move us 

down the road to a workable policy to limit emissions – as 

Confucius put it, “Better a diamond with a flaw than a pebble 

without.”  

                              
27Brazilian foreign minister, Ernesto Araújo, considers efforts to stop warming a “Marxist” plot to stop 
economic growth in capitalist countries to advantage communist China. Brazil, which played host to the 
Earth Summit in 1992, pulled out of its agreement to play host to next year’s summit on climate change, 
an indication that president Jair Bolsonaro, known by some as “the Brazilian Trump”, is not a Paris-accord 
enthusiast. New York Times, November 29, 2018.  
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Expand the Roles of Local and State Governments 

Start with local governments. Hundreds of mayors have 
adopted resolutions calling for their cities to fill the gap left by 
Trump’s withdrawal from the Paris Agreement. They will try to run 
their cities 100 percent on renewable energy by 2035—a date 
selected to assure that they will not be around to be held 
accountable when it is missed—and to do so without hurting their 
economies by driving up costs and taxes that would encourage 
businesses to seek more hospitable venues. Former New York 
Mayor Mike Bloomberg has established a $200 million fund to 
encourage inventive policies at the civic level, $70 million of which 
is to be used for accelerating 20 cities’ efforts to tackle climate 
change.28  

The result, in short, is that Trump’s withdrawal from Paris 
might succeed in replacing one-size-fits-all regulations in America 
with measures crafted to suit the conditions of each locale, and 
increase the possibility that local politicians will be held 
accountable to the voters for their energy policies, which the 
bureaucrats of EPA, protected by civil-service rules, definitely are 
not. In this scenario, the President’s action would lead to the 
transfer of power from the White House to city halls. 

And to state capitals. Few predicted that Trump would prove 
to be the President who revived the decentralized federalism of 
our Founding Fathers. It is one of the happy features of the 
federal system “that a single courageous state may, if its citizens 
choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel social and economic 
experiments without risk to the rest of the country.” So wrote 
Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis in New State Ice Co. v. 
Lieberman in 1932. Therein lies an opening for state governments 
to act when the federal government cedes the field. 

                              
28 Bloomberg Philanthropies, Press Release, October 17, 2018. 
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In the 2018 midterm elections Democrats flipped seven 

governorships, six state legislatures, 300 state houses and state 

senate seats. They now control 23 governorships, and in addition 

control the politics of most major cities, which now include 

heightened pressures from a new generation of activists to act on 

climate change. Although they are unlikely to attempt to impose 

taxes on carbon emissions, they are likely to be amenable to 

introducing measures – building standards, congestion pricing, 

perhaps – to reduce emissions.  

 

Expand the Role of the Private Sector 

Trump’s withdrawal from the Paris accord and his views on  

climate change have had a “galvanizing effect”29 on the private 

sector. Some companies are responding to market forces, most 

notably by switching from the use of coal to cheaper natural gas, 

a switch that the EPA predicts would drive down the use of coal 

by 19% by 2030 from 2017 levels, even under scenarios most 

favorable to the coal industry.30 But that decline would be 

insufficient to offset a global increase in the use of coal, much of it 

to meet the rising demand for electricity to power increased use of 

air-conditioning in China and other Asian countries.31  

The Trump administration is here today and gone tomorrow, 

at least when compared with the private sector. Politicians think in 

two- or four-year cycles; key private-sector players in terms of the 

useful life of their investments. They know that unless they do 

something to ameliorate or reduce what is believed to be the 

                              
29 Bob Perciasepe, “2018 Will Belong to ‘The Climate Doers’,” Center for Climate and Energy Solutions, 
January 31, 2018, blog. https://www.c2es.org/2018/01/2018-will-belong-to-the-climate-doers/ 
30 Ed Crooks, “Energy plan dashes Trump hopes for coal, Financial Times, August 21, 2018.  
31 Ed Crooks, “Coal fades in developed world but is far from dead in Asia,” Financial Times, June 14, 
2018. 
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impact of greenhouse gas emissions, billions of barrels of oil 

might be left in the ground, car manufacturing facilities might be 

left unused and undepreciated – stranded assets in the jargon of 

the trade. For auto manufacturers this means accelerating 

investment in electric vehicles, and for the most exposed – oil 

companies – it means developing 

means of reducing their carbon 

footprints. Hence, Exxon Mobil is 

pricing-in carbon (at $40 per ton) 

when allocating its capital so that 

when the day comes that a carbon tax is implemented, or that 

regulations are adopted, the great bulk of its capital will be in 

facilities that remain economic, including the oil and gas reserves 

it continues to add to its portfolio.  

And, with some prodding from institutional investors, Royal 

Dutch Shell is planning to set three- to five-year carbon emissions 

targets and link them to the program for executive pay to be put to 

shareholders by 2020.32 “If we don’t meet them [the emissions-

reduction targets] there will be consequences to my salary and 

others”, Ben van Beurden, Shell’s CEO announced. Mark van 

Baal, founder of an activist group,33 says the credit for the move 

belongs to institutional investors, whom he calls “The real heroes 

of this story…”. If so, there are more heroes at work, and they 

have seen the enemy and he numbers only 100. Climate Action 

100+,which includes institutional investors with $32 trillion in 

assets, reckons that the world’s 100 most polluting companies 

                              
32 Norway’s Equinor ASA, formerly Statoil, counts the carbon intensity of its oil and natural gas production 
as a key metric when deciding its CEO’s pay. Sarah Kent, “Shell Links Pay, Emissions”. Wall Street 
Journal, December 4, 2018. 
33 The Financial Times, https://www.ft.com/content/c245af4a-f875-11e8-af46-2022a0b02a6c. 

https://www.ft.com/content/c245af4a-f875-11e8-af46-2022a0b02a6c
https://www.ft.com/content/c245af4a-f875-11e8-af46-2022a0b02a6c
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account for two-thirds of global greenhouse gas emissions 

between them.34 More Shells are in their sights. 

But don’t mistake these measures for an abandonment of 

the development of a company’s fossil fuel resources. Oil 

company investment in renewables is dwarfed by what they are 

committing to the development of their fossil fuel resources,35 with 

Exxon leading the way with a 16% increase in spending this year 

while other majors are placing greater emphasis on share buy-

backs.36 

Some -- the Googles, Nikes and McDonalds -- are 

responding to their increasingly green and socially conscious 

customers and investors whose favor they seek by lining up 

green, clean sources of energy. According to ISS Analytics, 

companies will face a record 75 or more climate-related 

shareholder proposals during the 2019 annual meeting season, 

compared with only 17 in 2013.37  

Still others are what is known as rent-seekers, aiming to 

share in the generous subsidies available to developers of 

renewable sources of energy. And, if truth be told, some of the 

energy-intensive Internet giants are eager to demonstrate to their 

constituencies – footloose employees, Silicon Valley investors, 

customers – their hostility to Trump and score a few points with 

politicians increasingly concerned about their malign effect of 

privacy and on competition. Whatever the reason, Google, Apple, 

Microsoft, Facebook and other Valley companies are leading the 

charge towards relying on renewables for the equivalent of 100% 

of their massive energy needs. These internet giants have the 

scale and logistical skills required for what Colin Smith, solar 

                              
34 The Economist, December 1, 2018. 
35 The Economist, February 9, 2019 
36 The Economist, February 9, 2019. 
37 Wall Street Journal, March 1, 2019. 
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analyst for GTM Research describes as “very complex deals and 

arrangements with unique risk profiles that most companies aren’t 

fully well equipped to understand.”38  

The result is that while total greenhouse gas emissions of 

the signatories to the Paris agreement have risen, those of the 

United States declined by 0.5% in 2017, before rising by about 

2.5% in 2018 in the face of a rapid increase in economic growth in 

this country. 

 It is not easy to separate the effects of market forces from 

the impact on those forces of state and local actions. Mandates 

by regulators and legislators that set quotas for the role of 

renewable energy sources, forcing utilities to increase such 

sources in their long-run planning, 

often driving up costs and the rates 

utilities must charge. At the same 

time, the falling cost of renewable 

energy makes it a more attractive source to major customers,39 

and the increased abundance of natural gas due to fracking is 

driving its price so low that it is replacing coal almost everywhere 

in the country.40 Some 22 of the Fortune 500 companies have 

                              
38 https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/dec/06/google-renewable-energy-target-solar-
wind-power  
39 There is considerable disagreement as to the future cost of renewables. Some experts, although fewer 
than in earlier years, are skeptical of the ability of wind and solar to compete with natural gas and point to 
those industries’ need for subsidies in many markets in order to be competitively viable. Others, such as 
Sam Arie, analyst at UBS, envision a time not far off when the renewables industries scale up and costs 
plummet. “Renewables could soon be cheaper than all the alternatives. Some solar projects now count 
more than a million individual panels and offshore wind turbines can be taller than a skyscraper, with 
blades longer than a football field. Financial Times, August 13, 2018. The EIA projects that “solar and 
wind will continue to dominate the market for new power capacity,” and that “Almost two-thirds of all new 
electricity generation added between now and 2050 is expected to come from wind and solar energy.” 
Energy Information Administration, Annual Energy Outlook 2018 with projections to 2050. 
40 This is not the place to sort through often contradictory reports on the cost of various fuel sources. And 
markets are so distorted by subsidies, mandates, and uninternalized social costs that they are not an 
accurate guide to the relative economic costs of using coal, natural gas, nuclear and renewables. The 
latter “are advancing, absorbing twice as much investment for power generation as coal, gas, oil and 
nuclear combined” in 2017. The Economist, Technological quarterly, Towards Zero Carbon, December 1, 
2018, p.3. One of the newer developments is the “virtual power plant” as a solution to the variability of 

https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/dec/06/google-renewable-energy-target-solar-wind-power
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/dec/06/google-renewable-energy-target-solar-wind-power
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committed to buying enough renewable power eventually to equal 

100% of their needs. But at the moment, only 8.4% of the world’s 

electricity is generated from non-hydro renewables according to a 

study by BP.41  

Morgan Stanley, which has become something of a 
cheerleader for the potential of new technologies, says 
“Technology is creating opportunities, particularly with intelligent 
building systems estimated to cut energy consumption in half.” 
Those savings, reasons the bank, will fall to owner/investors’ 
bottom line, attract more tenants, and ultimately increase the 
value of properties adopting these new technologies. Even if we 
discount for any self-interest Morgan Stanley and its clients might 
have, it is clear that solar panels, insulation, and solutions of the 
recent past will have technological helpmates in the future. But it 
will take a breakthrough in battery technology to enable the most 
ambitious of those that rely solely on intermittently available solar 
and wind power to realize their ambitions. Not to mention a 
continued willingness of governments at all levels to continue 
subsidizing the purchase of electric vehicles, a shrinking subsidy 
both in the U.S. and in China, two important markets for these 
vehicles.  

We should also make a serious effort to enlist the whole-
hearted support of the nation’s insurers. A study of 672 California 
insurers with more than $100 million or more in annual premiums 
found little faith in the efficacy of the Paris agreement. A similar 
study of the portfolios of Swiss pension funds and underwriters 
concluded that “global equity and corporate bond markets also 
look dangerously exposed to energy-transition risk.”42  Which 

                              
wind and solar. These virtual plants, “made up of small-scale distributed energy sources, and battery 
storage, are becoming increasingly competitive” according to one journalist who follows the industry 
closely. Ed Crooks, “Gas turbine competition heats up,” Financial Times, August 15, 2018.  
41 The Economist, Technological Quarterly, p.5. 
42 “Investors and global warming. Carbonated?” The Economist, May 26th 2018.  
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would warrant an increase in premiums for those insured 
investors who fail to reduce that risk by lowering their emissions, 
the equivalent of a carbon tax. 

 In these arenas – state and local governments, and the 

private sector, economists concerned about climate change can 

play a useful role by proposing incentives, even nudges, to 

emissions-reducing behavior. Since these will generally include 

ways of creating price signals that induce that behavior, they 

would be going a bit of the way towards shaping behavior in the 

direction that carbon taxes would have done.  

 

Support Cap-and-Trade 

Jerry Brown, a leader of state (and in his view global) action 

on environmental issues, made cap-and-trade his choice of 

weapon in the fight to reduce emissions. Like a carbon tax, cap-

and-trade is generally considered a more efficient way of reining 

in emissions than is command-and-control regulation.43 Less 

efficient than a carbon tax, but more attractive to policymakers, for 

whom it has three advantages.  

• The total volume of emissions reduction appears to be 

set, rather than discovered as a tax works its way 

through prices and producer and consumer decisions 

as to what to produce and what to consume.  

• The cost of the program is concealed in the rising 

prices of the goods produced by the polluters, who 

must purchase permits and often succeed in reflecting 

that cost in the prices they charge consumers. There is 

                              
43 Command-and-control is a system pursuant to which the regulator specifies the means of achieving his 
goal, such as ordering the installation of pollution-control equipment. 
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nothing as attractive to politicians as a lack of 

transparency. (It is less likely that the sellers of permits 

will reflect those revenues in price reductions.)  

• We have no significant experience with a carbon tax, 

but we have had experience with cap-and-trade, most 

notably with the reduction of SO2 emissions after Title 

IV of the Clean Air Act amendments was passed, 

curbing acid rain.   

Cap-and-trade begins with a decision by bureaucrats, 

advised by experts, on just how much pollution is tolerable. 

Permits are then distributed or sold to allow that volume of 

emissions, and no more. The allowable volume is then 

progressively reduced. Recipients of the permits are free to trade, 

buy, and sell them. A company that finds it can sell its permits for 

more money than it costs to reduce its own pollution will do just 

that, and the company that finds it cheaper 

to buy permits than to cut its emissions will 

do the opposite. Result: total pollution 

reduced to the level of the cap, with the 

cost of reaching that goal minimized by the 

operation of a market for permits. Theoretically.  

As with all schemes, this one is not perfect. Setting a cap 

that balances costs and benefits is a chore to be undertaken only 

by those who recognize that precision or anything close to it is 

unattainable. And holding to caps that might have the affected 

industries squealing in pain is no easy thing for politicians focused 

more on jobs created today than the effects of global warming on 

a more diffuse constituency tomorrow.44  

                              
44 Of course, carbon taxes can also be adjusted in response to political pressure, but such an adjustment 
would require legislative approval, far more difficult to enact that an administrative adjustment is to 
oppose. But not impossible: Canada has lowered its proposed carbon taxes in response to complaints 
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In Europe, the cap is set pursuant to the EU’s Emissions 

Trading System (ETS). When it began to hit major polluters hard, 

driving up costs, industries faced with high prices for permits used 

their political clout to have the government issue more permits. 

The result was a surplus of permits, which began piling up in 

2008, lowering their price and in effect nullifying the impact of the 

scheme on CO2 emissions. In early 2019 the regulators decided 

to remove about a quarter of the oversupply each year until 2024. 

The price tripled, from about €8 per ton to €25 per ton (about 

$30), with hedge funds among the leading buyers.45 

Environmentalists regard that price as too low by half to be 

effective.46 EU regulators, emulating Joseph in Egypt and ever-

normal granary policies instituted in ancient China and by 

Roosevelt’s New Deal, have set up a system for removing permits 

from circulation when they deem prices too low, and reintroducing 

them when prices spike. In short, this is a scheme that relies on 

regulators and political pressure to set carbon prices; markets 

play a role, but it is often not a decisive one. An imperfection but, 

like the number of permits, the level of a carbon tax is not 

completely immune to meddling by politicians under pressure 

from job-heavy industries that must bear their burden.   

California has had problems with its cap-and-trade plan. 

Regulators, operating with a statute that enjoined them to “limit 

leakage to the extent feasible” -- i.e., prevent in-state industries 

from being put at a disadvantage by competitors in other states 

and countries with no such limits on emissions -- freely issued 

permits that reduced the program’s impact on the level of 

                              
from domestic industries complaining of impaired competitiveness. Mary Anastasia O”Grady, “Canada 
Backtracks on a Carbon Tax,” Wall Street Journal, August 13, 2018. 
45The Economist, January 12, 2019. See also European Environment Agency, “Trends and projections in 
the EU ETS in 2017: The EU Emissions Trading System in numbers,” EEA Report No. 18/2017; and Mark 
Lewis, “EU carbon allowance market to shake its supply problem,” Financial Times, April 26, 2028. 
46 Experts seem to agree that to be effective a carbon price of $40-$80 per is necessary to limit warming 
to no more than 1.5°C relative to pre-industrial temperatures. The Economist, February 9, 2019.  
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emissions when political pressures required them to do so.47 If 

companies in states that compete with companies in California do 

use the new freedom granted by the Trump plan to ease emission 

restrictions, the Golden State might find it necessary to issue 

permits to lower their price, making its program less effective.  

Nevertheless, California’s former governor, and his 

successor and its legislature, seem satisfied with its system – 

either because it has been effective in reducing pollution, or 

because it provides over $1 billion per year in fees from permits to 

fund worthy programs, or some combination of the two. By a two-

thirds bipartisan vote earlier this year the legislature extended the 

cap-and-trade program to 2031.48  

This experience suggests that further research and work on 

the cap-and-trade system to eliminate or reduce its flaws might be 

worthwhile: many empirical questions remain unanswered. The 

intellectual firepower devoted to a failed effort to persuade 

politicians to do what is right (carbon taxes) might for the time 

being be diverted to persuading them to do what is almost right, 

and to making that second-best choice – The Economist calls the 

system of tradable carbon-emission permits “a functionally similar 

system to carbon taxes”49 -- as efficient and as fair as is possible.  

Additional research could center on the Regional 

Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI, or “Reggie”),50 a cap-and-trade 

program established in 2005 and aimed at capping and reducing 

emissions from the fossil-fueled power stations in ten states. 

                              
47 Richard and Steven Sexton, “The Fatal Flaw in California’s Cap-and-Trade Program,” Wall Street 
Journal, October 20, 2017. The California plan is linked with Quebec. Adam Nagourney and Henry 
Fountain, “California, at Forefront of Climate Fight, Won’t Back Down to Trump,” New York Times, 
December 26, 2016 
48 Cara Martinson and Nick Cronewett, “Governor Brown Releases $1.25 Billion Cap and Trade Funds 
Expenditure Plan,” California State Association of Counties press release, February 1, 2018. 
49 February 9, 2019. 
50 RGGI includes ten states: Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, 
New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island and Vermont. (Virginia has proposed a similar program). 
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Permits are auctioned off, with the proceeds going to 

“reinvestment in strategic energy and consumer programs,”51 a 

broad enough mandate to allow considerable flexibility in the use 

of funds, always an attractive feature for politicians who generally 

favor more programs than they are prepared to finance with 

unpopular taxes. 

It is clear from the above that cap-and-trade has several 

disadvantages when compared with pricing carbon, primarily its 

reliance on political decision-making rather than decisions of 

consumers and producers responding to prices that reflect the full 

cost of the goods they are producing and consuming.52 Cap-and-

trade is an inferior instrument compared with taxes, but superior 

to complete command-and control, as it leaves some room for 

private-sector players to allocate resources. Most important for 

policy purposes, it is an attainable goal, rather an item on 

economists’ wish lists. After all, as the old saying goes, “We can’t 

let the perfect be the enemy of the good.”  

 

Enlist State Regulators 

 

Electric utility rates are controlled, in some cases completely, 

in others partially, by state regulatory agencies. Economists 

played an important role years ago in persuading regulators to 

adopt utility rate structures that encouraged conservation, and 

related rates charged consumers more closely to a meaningful 

definition of the cost of serving them. Some commissions are 

                              
51 “The Regional Greenhouse Gas initiative, “Investments of Proceeds”, 2018. 
https://www.rggi.org/investments/proceeds-investments. There does not seem to be the anguished 
discussion of the distributive consequences of the several uses of the auction proceeds that are so much 
a part of discussions of carbon taxes. 
52 See F.A. Hayek, The Road to Serfdom. London: Routledge Classics, 2001, pp. 50-58 and passim. First 
published 1944. 

https://www.rggi.org/investments/proceeds-investments
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elected and therefore highly sensitive to what they perceive to be 

public opinion. Perhaps they might be persuaded to build into 

rates the estimated social cost of any fossil-fuel generation. That 

would accomplish the internalization of the externalities 

associated with the CO2  emissions. The revenues generated 

could be used to reduce rates for lower-income customers, 

rebating the funds in a manner that does not encourage still 

greater utilization of electricity, and to support the continued 

production of electricity from emissions-free nuclear plants. I 

leave it to environmental groups to put flesh on the bones of this 

idea if they deem it worthwhile to launch a state-by-state battle.  

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners 

(NAIC) also has a role to play. It has long been aware of the risks 

to which the companies they regulate are exposed by the 

possibility of climate change, a risk some of them believe may 

well be seriously underpriced,53 which if true is a market 

imperfection worthy of regulatory attention. Those risks arise from 

weather-related events; the sudden re-pricing of carbon-intensive 

financial assets that leaves businesses with stranded 

(undepreciated) assets;54 and the liability for losses suffered by 

parties that seek to recover them from other, insured parties. The 

Bank of England has suggested that these risks “could present 

meaningful challenges to insurance industry business models,”55 

which should provide the industry with incentives to set premiums 

in a way that rewards insureds that reduce emissions and 

penalizes those that do not. One change being considered on a 

widespread basis is varying premiums to reflect emissions 

associated with driving -- lower rates for low-emission vehicles 

                              
53 See NAIC, “The Potential Impact of Climate Change on Insurance Regulation,” 2008, passim. 
54 Managers of most oil companies argue that the risk of being left with stranded assets is minimal, “The 
elephant in the atmosphere,” The Economist, July 19th, 2014.  
55 “The impact of climate change on the UK insurance sector,” Bank of England Prudential Regulation 
Authority, September 2015, pp.5-8.  
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and for those who drive fewer miles (pay-per-mile). Surely 

keeping the pressure on insurance companies and their 

regulators to increase the speed at which individualized rates are 

introduced is worth considering as one of several anti-emission 

tools. Even those uncertain that the globe is warming 

acknowledge that these risks exist and should be properly priced. 

I would suggest to conservatives who might see assigning a 

role to regulators as a retreat from one of the Trump policies of 

which they approve -- the roll-back of the Obama regulatory state 

-- that there is regulation and there is regulation. The history of 

environmental improvement is the history of the combination of 

reliance on market forces and in some cases direct regulation, 

market-based where possible. Indeed, in 

some sectors regulation has accounted 

for the bulk of the reduction in pollution 

emissions.56 The genius of American 

capitalism is that over the long run it has 

managed to regulate the growth of monopolies; combine 

regulation and markets to clean our air; use regulation to force 

innovation-averse companies to adopt safety measures such as 

seat belts; all the while (mostly) avoiding many of the enervating 

regulations that have prevented so many other countries from 

improving living standards. Use of state regulatory agencies to 

produce prices closer to what perfect markets would produce is a 

conservative’s method of making markets allocate resources 

more efficiently. 

 

 

                              
56 Joseph S. Shapiro and Reed Walker, “Why is Pollution from US Manufacturing Declining? The Roles of 
Environmental Regulation, Productivity, and Trade,” American Economic Review, 2018, pp.3814-3854. 
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Accept Subsidies and Regulations 

 

When carbon taxes were first proposed they were offered as 

a substitute for existing regulations and subsidies that pile 

distortions upon inefficiencies to make the energy markets among 

the least perfect of any global market. It is now clear that the 

willingness of carbon-tax proponents to make such a deal has not 

been met by what I will here call the other side -- the hand of 

compromise was slapped away rather than grasped. Those who 

favor leaving in place all regulations simply do not trust markets, 

even markets in which carbon emissions are properly priced, to 

produce the results they desire as surely as can their direct 

intervention in markets.  

The belief that regulation is a superior route to lower CO2 

emissions than carbon taxes was honestly held by serious 

environmentalists well before Donald Trump emerged on the 

national scene. It is the basis for their preference for cap-and-

trade. It is possible, although only barely, that these 

environmentalists might have been persuaded to move a little in 

the direction of pricing carbon. But when Trump emulated his 

predecessors’ certainty that the globe is warming by saying with 

equal certainty that it is not -- it is a hoax -- you could hear minds 

snapping shut among  advocates more comfortable with 

regulation than with taxes as tools for reducing emissions. And 

when the President’s appointees to the Environmental Protection 

Agency displayed a mindless unwillingness to distinguish 

between sensible and excessively draconian regulations, or to 

continue research into the effect of CO2 emissions on climate,57 

resistance to deregulation understandably became less a 

                              
57 The EPA took down a website devoted to climate change, and prohibited some of its experts from 
attending scholarly meetings on the subject. Reported by Lisa Friedman in New York Times, October 20 
and 23, 2017. 
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considered policy than an integral part of the Resistance to all 

things Trump.  

Environmentalists became reluctant to give up any 

regulations, even if they received carbon pricing in return. This is 

true even of those who claimed to be willing to do just that in pre-

Trump days. In addition, willingness to make other compromises 

disappeared. One well-regarded green group that professes 

“desperately” to desire carbon taxes now prefers regulation 

because “several of the people involved in the carbon-tax 

proposal have shown little previous interest in climate change,” 

favor repeal of the Clean Power Plan, and want to immunize fossil 

fuel companies “from lawsuits seeking to hold them accountable 

for damage they have done to the climate.”58 In my view the 

preference for regulation is colored by some groups’ self interest 

in their continued relevance, which would be reduced if pricing 

replaced regulation; their belief that their goals can more certainly, 

although not necessarily more efficiently, be achieved by 

regulation; and their membership in the Resistance. These 

considerations combine to make groups that once might have 

been persuaded to support carbon taxes as a substitute for 

regulation beyond the reach of the standard arguments of carbon 

tax proponents.  

So, too, with subsidies. The hope that supporters of 

subsidies for renewables would surrender that cash in return for a 

tax on carbon has proved to be just that, a hope. And a forlorn 

one at that. For one thing there is the matter of self-interest. An 

assured check from the government is more attractive than the 

promise that the taxing of carbon will create a level competitive 

playing field. Besides, a level playing field is a goal for policy 

                              
58 Lee Wasserman and David Kaiser, “A Bad Tradeoff for the Planet,” New York Times, July 26, 2018. 
The authors of this op ed piece are, respectively, director and president of the Rockefeller Family Fund. 
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wonks who do not have to promise bankers that their loans will be 

repaid, regularly and with interest, and investors that the return on 

their investment will be commensurate with the risk to which they 

have exposed their funds. 

With the prospects of a grand bargain remote – carbon taxes 

replacing regulations and subsidies – supporters of a carbon tax, 

the realistic ones at least, have little choice but to layer such a tax 

on top of those inefficiencies. Call it accepting pragmatic 

inefficiencies. 

 

Remember Our Nukes 

 

A carbon tax will have to be introduced in an energy market 

in which at least some regulations and subsidies remain in place. 

Accept that and we must reconsider whether continued opposition 

to subsidizing the appalling costly nuclear industry is a good idea. 

Alfred Kahn, who knew a thing or two about the theoretical and 

practical problems of intervening in energy markets, suggested 

that “because competition in the real world is not perfect … 

regulatory intervention may play the role of a kind of ‘offsetting 

imperfection’ producing a performance more nearly approximating 

the one that would be achieved by theoretically perfect but 

practically unachievable competition.”59  

Energy markets are shot through with subsidies to 

consumers and producers, monopoly elements (think OPEC), 

regulations both sensible and nonsensical. This is hardly a market 

in which fear of creating imperfections should prevent imaginative 

policy-making. A tax on the negative externality that emissions 

                              
59 Alfred E. Kahn, The Economics of Regulation: Principles and Institutions. Vol.2, Institutional Issues. 
New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971, p. 241. 
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represent, combined with a bonfire of regulations and subsidies, 

would be ideal. But this is not an area in which the ideal is likely to 

emerge from current debates. Nuclear plants (already subsidized 

-- think the Price-Anderson Nuclear Industries Indemnity Act), are 

competing against highly subsidized sources of energy, the failure 

to tax carbon being only one of those subsidies. It therefore 

seems arguable in that imperfect market, one in which the social 

cost of carbon emissions cannot, at least for now, be loaded onto 

fossil fuels, that some sort of subsidy to keep the nuclear plants 

operating might, only might, be just the sort of “offsetting 

imperfection” Kahn had in mind.60  

Stated slightly differently -- as things now stand, nuclear 

power cannot compete with natural gas as a source of electricity, 

and several plants face closure. In a circumstance in which it is 

impossible to force fossil fuel plants, including those fueled by 

natural gas, to bear a tax representing the social cost of the 

emissions they produce, would it 

not be appropriate to give nuclear 

plants a credit for the emissions 

they prevent from being produced? 

Matthew Crozat has pointed out to me that if an average 1,000 

MW nuclear plant is replaced with an average combined 

cycle natural gas plant (the modern, high-efficiency model), the 

replacement electricity would come with approximately 3.3 million 

tons of carbon dioxide. If all the nuclear generation in the United 

States were replaced by that same class of relatively efficient 

natural gas plants, carbon dioxide emissions would increase by 

327 million tons.  That is equivalent to the annual emissions from 

70 million cars. Give weight to region-by-region fuel mixes where 

nuclear plants operate, and if the nuclear plants were closed and 

                              
60 But keep in mind Kahn’s warning, “Devising the optimal system of subsidies … is an extremely difficult 
task and one that has rarely been done well…”. Op.cit., p. 236. 
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replaced with generation from nearby power plants, emissions 

would increase by 547 million tons.61  That is slightly more than 

the total emissions from all U.S. passenger cars in 2016.  

This is not to suggest that we rush to keep costly nukes in 

operation by tossing taxpayer or consumer cash at them. But it 

does suggest that it is worth considering whether the benefits 

accruing to society from the displacement of fossil fuel by nuclear 

power, the avoidance of the costs laid out in the two reports cited 

earlier, are worth the price of nuclear subsidies of some sort.  

It is no exaggeration to say that in the face of examples that 

suggest that the path to new nuclear plants leads to high-cost 

energy, cost overruns, deadlines unmet, the pressures of climate 

change are giving birth to a new generation of nuclear 

enthusiasts. “Reasons put forward to oppose nuclear power in no 

way stack up to the real dangers facing humanity from climate 

change,” write Joshua Goldstein and Steffan Qvist, Professor 

Emeritus of International Relations at American University and an 

energy consultant and engineer, respectively.62 Richard Rhodes, 

a Pulitzer-Prize winning author who has written several books on 

energy, is another advocate for new nukes to meet the inevitable 

growth in energy demand.63 A bipartisan group of senators, 

including Lisa Murkowski (R. Alaska), Cory Booker (D. New 

Jersey) and Dick Durbin (D. Illinois) has introduced a Nuclear 

Energy Leadership Act, “a grab-bag of initiatives to ‘rejuvenate 

                              
61 Matthew Crozat provided the calculation resulting in the 327 million tons estimate based on the most 
modern plants. The 547 million tons estimate is provided by the Nuclear Energy Institute, of which he is 
Senior Director, Policy Development, and can be found in the NEI’s “Nuclear By The Numbers,” April 
2018, p. 6. https://www.nei.org/CorporateSite/media/filefolder/resources/fact-sheets/nuclear-by-the-
numbers-20180412.pdf 
62 Their book, A Bright Future: How Some Countries Have Solved Climate Change and the Rest Can 
Follow” is summarized in their essay in The Wall Street Journal, January 11, 2019. 
63 “Nuclear Option: A sensible solution for dealing with climate change, borrowed from Sweden.” The New 
York Times  

https://www.nei.org/CorporateSite/media/filefolder/resources/fact-sheets/nuclear-by-the-numbers-20180412.pdf
https://www.nei.org/CorporateSite/media/filefolder/resources/fact-sheets/nuclear-by-the-numbers-20180412.pdf
https://www.nei.org/CorporateSite/media/filefolder/resources/fact-sheets/nuclear-by-the-numbers-20180412.pdf
https://www.nei.org/CorporateSite/media/filefolder/resources/fact-sheets/nuclear-by-the-numbers-20180412.pdf
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the U.S. nuclear industry’ and ‘drive innovation in advanced 

reactors’.”64  

I suggest thinking anew about the role of nuclear power only 

with the greatest trepidation, for three reasons.  

First, these are monstrously costly plants, with cost 

estimates at the start of construction less useful than a guess at 

the multiplier to be applied to them.65 We cannot be certain that 

even with some benefit for the emissions they do not produce, 

new plants would be even close to economic. Such subventions 

might, however, keep existing plants, their capital costs being 

sunk, online longer.66 Second, subsidies to nuclear power will 

inevitably result in a demand for subsidies to Trump’s “beautiful 

clean coal”, subsidies that the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission has refused to grant by allowing premium rates to 

more reliable base-load power. Finally, subsidizing existing fuels 

makes it that much harder for 

newer technologies to compete: 

carbon taxes, of course, would 

create a level competitive 

playing field for venture capital that is in ample  supply in this 

country. Bill and Melinda Gates are investing “their own money in 

                              
64 Meigs, loc.cit. 
65 Southern Company’s experience with the construction of the Vogtle nuclear reactors, the first to be built 
in America since the accident at the Three Mile Island plant in 1979, is proof enough. The new cost 
projection of $27 billion is double the original estimate; that includes a $1 billion increase in the estimate 
made by the company less than a year ago. See, Russell Gold, “Nuclear Costs Sting Southern Co.,” Wall 
Street Journal, August 9, 2018. These plants initially received an $8.3 billion loan guarantee from the 
Department of Energy, since topped up by the Trump administration with an additional $3.7 billion in the 
hope, according to secretary Rick Perry, of making nuclear power “cool again.” Timothy Gardner, “U.S. 
offers Vogtle nuclear plans $3.7 billion in loan guarantees,” Reuters, September 29, 2017. Recent 
squabbles among the participants over which of the partners should bear the cost over-runs were settled 
and construction continues. 
66 “Since 2013, activists have helped push plants in Wisconsin, Vermont, Florida, Nebraska, and 
California into early retirement. Further premature closures are likely, including four plants in 
Pennsylvania and Ohio that produce more carbon-free electricity than all the solar and wind installations 
currently operating in the mid-Atlantic.” James B. Meigs, “The Nuclear Option,” City Journal, Winter 2019.  
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technologies being developed by the private sector.”67 The vehicle 

for that investment is Breakthrough Energy Ventures, a $1 billion 

fund to which billionaires worth over $150 billion, including 

Richard Branson, Jack Ma and Jeff Bezos, are committed. It has 

as its goal “a carbonless future.”68 The list goes on, perhaps, but 

only perhaps, because a sense of public purpose of some of the 

funders offsets the imperfections in the energy markets that work 

against innovation by allowing existing technologies to avoid 

bearing the social costs associated with them. 

  

Final Thoughts 

This paper attempts to honor the title of our profession, 

Political Economy, by laying out some acceptable concessions to 

the reality that a carbon tax, the most efficient means of coping 

with the possibility that CO2 emissions constitute a threat to the 

planet, is not now available as a practical matter. It aims to 

stimulate discussion, to persuade those who believe the globe 

might be warming as a result of human activity, to turn their 

attention from an unattainable carbon tax to second-best 

alternatives. It matters not whether one is prepared to join the 

ranks of those who are certain we are in grave peril. It is enough 

to concede that there is a sufficient chance that they are right, and 

that the consequences of a failure to reduce emissions would be 

irreversible, to warrant action to reduce those emissions, which 

are now rising rather than falling. Technology might in the end bail 

us out, as some contend. But then again it might not. One need 

not be a pessimist to be unwilling to gamble that something will 

turn up, instead of attempting to craft realistic policies for the near 

                              
67 Elisabeth Eaves, “What is Bill Gates doing about climate change?,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 
February 13, 2018. 
68 http://www.b-t.energy/ 
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term. There is little to lose if we take steps that later prove 

unnecessary, and much to lose if we fail to act and it turns out we 

should have.  

Those of us who support a carbon tax have always known 

that such a tax is not the ultimate goal of a 

policy to reduce emissions; it is the most 

efficient means by which that goal can be 

achieved. But the goal is to reduce 

emissions, and if that requires abandoning 

a perfect but inaccessible means for 

attaining that goal, in favor of other means 

more likely to prove politically attainable, so be it. At least during 

the age of Trump. 

Unless, of course, all these second-best measures turn out 

to have been unnecessary, if the science Obama promised was 

“settled” proves unsettlingly wrong, in which case we can go 

about our lives relieved that any weather problems we face are 

not caused by our driving giant SUVs, flying about to visit 

Grandma or attend business meetings, and heating, cooling and 

lighting our homes with electricity based on the use of fossil fuels. 

Of course, it would have been better for the national fisc if it is 

carbon taxes that had been levied and prove unnecessary for 

their originally intended purpose while providing some revenue to 

reduce mounting deficits. After all, the goal of tax policy should be 

to tax consumption rather than work and risk-taking, and a carbon 

tax is a step in that direction, worth taking even in the absence of 

global warming.  

 

END  

 


